Fall Learning Experiences Survey
Overview - February 2021

Fall Learning Experience Survey
Overview
Purpose: Collect stakeholder feedback to inform
adjustments to the Return To Learn model for reopening
schools
Stakeholder Groups: Students, Families, Teachers, School
Support Staff, School Leaders, Central Office Staff
Administration Dates:

Opened November 4, 2020
Closed December 16, 2020

Administration Method: TNTP-administered Online Qualtrics
survey
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27.8% student
response rate

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

Fall Learning Experience Survey

STRENGTHS

BASIC
NEEDS

OPPORTUNITIES

64% feel supported by their school

FEELING
CONNECTED

77% agree their teachers make them feel like

48% talk to other students in class about

they belong in their classes

schoolwork

TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS

96% have access to a device with internet and

61% feel technology problems are quickly

can access their schoolwork

resolved

STUDENT
LEARNING

89% agree they know what is needed to be

61% agree they can easily access recorded

successful in their grade

lessons to watch later

EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT

77% agree their teachers’ lessons help them

53% agree their teacher gives feedback on

complete their work

most or all assignments

PANDEMIC
PRECAUTIONS

77% feel everyone at school is following
health and safety rules

41% worry about getting sick at school
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21.6% family
response rate

FAMILY PERSPECTIVES

Fall Learning Experience Survey

STRENGTHS
BASIC
NEEDS

OPPORTUNITIES

76% feel supported by their school

63% feel satisfied with mental and

FEELING
CONNECTED

85% feel comfortable reaching out to their

59% feel the district is responsive to

child’s teacher with questions or concerns

feedback

TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS

92% say their child has access to a device with

60% agree they know how to help their

internet and can access their schoolwork

child resolve technology problems

STUDENT
LEARNING

79% agree they know what is expected of their

66% feel their child is completing

child to be successful in their grade

challenging work

EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT

77% agree their child can get help to complete

55% feel the district has helped them

schoolwork

better support their child’s learning

84% agree messaging about the district’s plans

71% agree they have the information

this year is consistent

needed to support their child’s learning

84% know which health and safety guidelines

46% worry about their child getting sick at

have been implemented by their child’s school

school

COMMUNICATIONS
PANDEMIC
PRECAUTIONS

emotional health supports
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66.8% teacher
response rate

TEACHER PERSPECTIVES

Fall Learning Experience Survey

STRENGTHS
BASIC
NEEDS

OPPORTUNITIES

61% feel supported by their school

22% agree the district provides adequate

FEELING
CONNECTED

77% agree they look forward to teaching their

49% agree their school leaders regularly check

classes

in to see how they’re doing

TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS

69% feel students have access to the

35% agree that technology problems related

technology needed to view recorded lessons

to online learning are quickly resolved

STUDENT
LEARNING

66% feel comfortable teaching students in a

29% feel all students in their class are capable

virtual environment

of meeting grade level expectations this year

EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT

69% know who to go to when help is needed

37% agree provided PD that has improved

96% check in with a peer each day

34% agree messaging about the district’s

64% feel able to follow the health and safety

72% worry about getting sick at school 5

COMMUNICATIONS
PANDEMIC
PRECAUTIONS

precautions for staff

mental health support to students and staff

effectiveness of lessons
plans this year is consistent

50.1% school support
staff response rate

Fall Learning Experience Survey

SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF PERSPECTIVES
STRENGTHS

BASIC
NEEDS
FEELING
CONNECTED

67% feel supported by their school

40% agree the district provides adequate

71% feel someone in their school has

56% agree that school leaders check in to see

provided them with positive feedback

how they’re doing

TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS
STUDENT
LEARNING
EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT

OPPORTUNITIES
mental health support to students and staff

39% know how to help students with
technology problems when they arise

70% agree there is a shared vision in their

49% feel students across all lines of difference

school for effective teaching and learning

are getting the academic support they need

78% know who to go to for help

61% feel their manager gives them the

COMMUNICATIONS

97% communicate every day with students

56% know what to expect if the school

PANDEMIC
PRECAUTIONS

78% feel able to follow the health and safety

68% worry about getting sick at school 6

precautions for staff

support needed personally and professionally
changes learning methods

52.6% school leader
response rate

Fall Learning Experience Survey

SCHOOL LEADER PERSPECTIVES
STRENGTHS

BASIC
NEEDS

64% know where to refer families and
students to help them with basic needs

OPPORTUNITIES

28% feel supported by the district

FEELING
CONNECTED

96% regularly collaborate with school-based

72% agree their direct manager regularly

staff

checks in to see how they’re doing

TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS

72% agree students have access to the

34% agree technology problems related to

technology needed to view recorded lessons

online learning are quickly resolved

69% communicated expectations to teachers

20% feel students across all lines of difference

about giving feedback and grading work

are getting the academic support they need

83% feel the district believes teacher feedback

27% feel solutions provided by central office

is a vital responsibility of leaders

meet the needs and context of their school

92% agree families are key partners in

24% feel information shared by central office

assisting students during remote learning

is coordinated and accessible

STUDENT
LEARNING
EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT
COMMUNICATIONS
PANDEMIC
PRECAUTIONS

83% know what steps to take if there is a
positive case of COVID in their school

57% worry about getting sick at school7

42.3% central office
response rate

CENTRAL OFFICE PERSPECTIVES

Fall Learning Experience Survey

STRENGTHS
BASIC
NEEDS
FEELING
CONNECTED
TECHNOLOGY
ACCESS
STUDENT
LEARNING
EXPECTATIONS &
SUPPORT
COMMUNICATIONS

OPPORTUNITIES

70% know where to refer families and

23% feel the district provides adequate

students to help them with basic needs

mental health support to students and staff

79% continue to collaborate with peers

39% feel connected to the district community

85% feel the district has distributed

46% feel the district is able to communicate

technology to students and staff in need

with all families, regardless of technology

60% agree the district has a protocol to
contact families of students missing class or
schoolwork

23% feel students across all lines of difference
are getting the academic support they need

89% understand the responsibilities and

56% feel they have the resources to address

priorities of their job right now

questions from other stakeholders

85% regularly check in with their manager

58% feel messaging about expectations of
central office staff is consistent
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Fall Learning Experience Survey

KEY FINDING: HEALTH & SAFETY

Staff worry most about getting sick at school, but both students and staff struggle to consistently follow
health and safety guidelines.

% Agree or Strongly Agree
I am worried about getting sick/my
child getting sick while at school.

41%

46%

72%

68%

57%

Everyone at my school is following
health and safety guidelines.

77%

-

44%

53%

64%

It is mostly students who are not
always following the rules/
guidelines.

79%

-

58%

58%
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Fall Learning Experience Survey

KEY FINDING: STUDENT SAFETY

When thinking about racial tensions in our community, parents worry about their child’s safety more than
students, but parents of students who attend neighborhood schools worry the most.
NEIGHBORHOOD
SCHOOLS

MAGNET
SCHOOLS

% Often or Always
I worry about my personal safety
because of what I see in the news
about people who look like me.
I think about my child’s safety as it
relates to the racial tensions in our
society, nation and community.

31%

22%

81%

66%
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KEY FINDING: COMMUNICATIONS

While stakeholders vary in their understanding of district messages, families feel most confident
in their understanding of district messages.

% Agree or Strongly Agree
I received consistent messaging about the
district’s plans for this school year.

84%

34%

57%

44%

I know what to expect if my district mandates
a change in learning method.

73%

42%

56%

46%

I know what steps the school will take if there
is a positive COVID-19 case at school.

81%

47%

62%

83%
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KEY FINDING: EQUITY & ACCESS

Fall Learning Experience Survey

Confidence is lower among staff regarding expectations and academic supports for all students including
those across lines of differences.

% Agree or Strongly Agree
Students across the lines of difference are
getting the academic support they need.
Students learning remotely receive as much
support as students learning in person at
school.
All students are capable of meeting
grade-level expectations even during this
challenging time.

38%

49%

20%

23%

-

-

20%

-

29%

-

51%
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KEY FINDING: EXPECTATIONS AND SUPPORT

Staff experiences vary when it comes to expectations and professional and personal support.

% Agree or Strongly Agree

I am supported in meeting the expectations of my
role.

61%
51%

67%
63%

28%
59%

42%
-

I am getting the support I need professionally and
personally.

55%

61%

65%

43%

My district provides adequate mental health support
to students and staff.

22%

40%

42%

23%

My workload is sustainable.

20%

61%

34%

-

How supported do you feel by your school / district?
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Fall Learning Experience Survey
Response Rates by Stakeholder

28% RESPONSE RATE
8,098 surveys completed

Students* (3,511/12,612)
Families (2,798/12,959)
Teachers (1044/1564)
School Support Staff (589/1,176)
School Leaders (51/97)
Central Office Staff (105/248)

*Student Response Rate determined using grade 3-12 enrollment
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Learning Experience Survey
Responses by School
ate

8,098 Surveys Completed

Fall Learning Experience Survey
Response Rates in Context

Survey response rate meets industry best practices—and exceeds feedback survey gold standard for
representation of staff perspectives.
Hartford Public School’s Fall Learning Experience survey is a feedback survey designed to give us a broad view of stakeholder perspectives.
-

Representative perspectives are an important input to help the district understand how we’re doing, and where we should consider adjusting course.
We consider a variety of other data sources, as well, including progress to district goals and key indicators.
The survey was offered to all stakeholders, but our expectation was not to receive 100% participation on a voluntary survey.
This is a feedback survey, not a research evaluation. While we strive for comprehensive representation through response rates that beat the industry
gold standard, current response rates are still strong—especially for teachers—and provide valuable feedback to guide our planning and action.

This survey captured the voices of more than 8,000 stakeholders across the district.
-

More than 3,500 students and nearly 2,800 parent/guardians shared their voices via the survey.
More than 1,000 teachers—over 2/3 of all teachers in HPS—and nearly 1,800 HPS staff overall responded to the survey.

The 28% response rate on this survey is in line with industry standard, and far exceeds that bar for staff groups.
-

Our total average response rate of 28% is in line with industry average of 29-30% for digital response rates, and the 26% response rate that is research
best practice to generalize findings for governance purposes.
- Our student response rate (27.8%) was in line with industry standard, and higher than the ~9% of students that replied to our Spring 2020
survey. Note: Historically, we achieve higher student response rates (sometimes upwards of 80%) when we are able to administer surveys in
person at school; the pandemic required these recent learning experience surveys be administered online.
- Overall, 58% of HPS staff responded to this survey (ranging 50.1% to 66.8% depending on role). This is lower than our Spring 2020 survey (78%)
but are comparable to past culture survey response rates (which average about 58%.
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